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Considering the rheological properties of fluid, reservoir heterogeneity, and eccentricity
factor, the productivity formula of horizontal well for the power-law fluid heavy oil reservoir is
derived by transforming the three-dimensional seepage problem into a two-dimensional
seepage problem. The heavy oil production calculated by this formula is in good
agreement with the actual production in the offshore oil field. Then, the influencing
factors of production are analyzed, and the results show that the power-law index has
the greatest influence on production. When the power-law index is less than 0.8, the
production increases slowly with the power-law index and when it is greater than 0.8, the
production increases faster. The power-law index has a greater impact on production for
higher production pressure differential and longer horizontal well. Anisotropy has
significant influence on the production. When the value of Kh/Kv is less than 10, the
production decreases rapidly with the Kh/Kv; after the value of Kh/Kv is greater than 10, the
production decreases slower. Eccentricity has trivial impact on the production.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Heavy oil reservoirs are widely spread all over the world and has huge reserves in China, which
provides an important guarantee for the security of Chinese energy supply (Li et al., 2016; Wu et al.,
2016; Jiang et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2021). It is shown that the partial heavy oil is a power-law fluid and
exhibits non-Newtonian fluid characteristics during the flow. Non-Newtonian fluids are defined as
those fluids that exhibit a power-law proportion between shear stress and strain rate.

Horizontal well can increase the production of the heavy oil reservoir, reduce water content, and
improve oilfield development efficiency. At present, the research on heavy oil reservoir productivity
focuses mainly on vertical and horizontal well thermal recovery, while the research on horizontal well
cold recovery production is rare or does not consider the impact of reservoir anisotropy and
eccentricity (Song and Liu, 2000; Lin et al., 2016; Shen et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016a; Zhang et al.,
2018). Cold production means that the heavy oil is developed by the natural reservoir energy.
Compared to the thermal recovery method, the heavy oil reservoir cold recovery method has the
benefits of lower energy consumption and better economic advantages.

In this article, the productivity formula of horizontal well for the power-law fluid heavy oil
reservoir is derived, considering heavy oil rheological characteristics, reservoir asymmetry, and
eccentric factors and is verified by the actual production of an offshore oilfield. The influence of
different factors on the horizontal well production is also analyzed.
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2 DERIVATION OF THE HORIZONTALWELL
PRODUCTIVITY FORMULA OF THE
POWER-LAW FLUID HEAVY OIL
RESERVOIR

The formula for calculating the apparent viscosity of power-law
heavy oil flowing in porous media is given by the following
equation (Vongvuthipornchai and Raghavan, 1987; Lv et al.,
2002; Zhang et al., 2016b):

μb � μeff · vn−1, (1)

μeff � H

12
(9 + 3/n)n · (1.5 × 105KΦ)1−n2 , (2)

where v is the seepage velocity, m/s; K is the porous medium
permeability, μm2; μb is the apparent viscosity of heavy oil, mPa s;
n is the power-law index; Φ is the porosity of porous media; H is
the consistency coefficient, mPa Sn and; μeffis the bed factor of
the formation.

Assuming a horizontal well produced in the heavy oil
reservoir, the horizontal well length is L, the eccentricity is σ,
and the wellbore radius is rw. The flowing bottom hole pressure is
Pw when at stable production. The reservoir thickness is h, with
the reservoir supply radius of re, and the pressure of reservoir
boundaries of PE. The fluid in formation is incompressible, and
the influence of gravity and capillary force is ignored.

As the horizontal well is produced, the fluid is at the three-
dimensional space seepage state. According to Joshi’s formula, the
three-dimensional seepage problem of the horizontal well can be
simplified into two interrelated two-dimensional seepage problems, as
shown in Figure 1. The inner zone is the radial flow on the plane
perpendicular to the horizontal well axis, and the outer zone is the flow
of thefluid far away from the horizontalwell, and canbe approximated
to the flow on the horizontal plane with an oval drainage area.

2.1 Derivation of the Outer Zone
Productivity Formula
According to the Joukowski transformation, the elliptical area
with the major half-axis of a and minor half-axis of b can be

transformed into a circular area with a radius of (a+b) and well
diameter of 0.5 L. According to the Darcy formula, the
production at steady state is as follows:

vn � (q1Bo

2πr
)n

� k

μeff

dp

dr
, (3)

where Bo is the oil volume factor and q1 is the inner zone
production, m3/d.

Equation 4 is obtained by transforming Eq. 3:

∫a+b

0.5L
(q1Bo

2π
)n 1
rn
dr � k

μeff
∫pe

pw

dp. (4)

Integrating Eq. 4 can get the following equation:

qn1 �
k(pe − pw)

μeff(Bo2π)n 1
1−n [(a + b)1−n − (0.5L)1−n]. (5)

Based on Eq. 5, the outer zone productivity formula is given by
the following formula:

qnH � (q1 · h)n � k(pe − pw)
μeff( Bo

2πh)n 1
1−n [(a + b)1−n − (0.5L)1−n]. (6)

Then, the seepage resistance of the outer zone is given by the
following equation:

RfH � Δp
qH

� Δp

{ k(pe−pw)
μeff( Bo

2πh)n 1
1−n[(a+b)1−n−(0.5L)1−n]}

1
n
. (7)

2.2 Inner Zone Productivity Formula
By the transformation of ξ � (1 − e −πz

h ) × (1 − e πz
h ), the inner

zone is equal to a unit circle region on the ξ plane, the well
eccentricity is changed to d, where d � 2σ

h . The radius of the
wellbore is transformed to ξw � 2rw

h .
Based on η � ξ−ξ0

1−ξ0ξ
, it is transformed into a unit circle with a

well located at the origin of coordinates. On the η plane, the well
radius is ρw � ξw

1−d2 � 2rw/h
1−(2σ/h)2.

The productivity formula of the inner zone is given by the
following equation:

FIGURE 1 | Schematic diagram of transforming a three-dimensional seepage problem into two two-dimensional seepage problems.
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qnH � (q1 · L)n � k(pe − pw)
μeff( Bo

2πL)n 1
1−n (1 − ρ1−nw ). (8)

Then the seepage resistance in the inner zone is given by the
equation:

RfV � Δp
qV

� Δp

{ k(pe−pw)
μeff( Bo

2πL)n 1
1−n[1−ρ1−nw ]}

1
n
. (9)

According to the principle of equivalent seepage resistance, the
production of the horizontal well can be written as follows:

QH � Δp
RfH + RfV

� 1

{ k(pe−pw)
μeff( Bo

2πh)n 1
1−n[(a+b)1−n−(0.5L)1−n]}

−1
n + { k(pe−pw)

μeff( Bo
2πL)n 1

1−n[1−ρ1−nw ]}−1
n
.

(10)

The following equation can be obtained after the
simplification of Eq. 10:

QH �
[k(pe−pw)
μeff( Bo

2πh)n]
1
n

{ 1
1−n [(a + b)1−n − (0.5L)1−n]}1

n + [(hL)n 1
1−n 1 − ( 2rw/h

1−(2σ/h)2)1−n]
(11)

Considering the reservoir anisotropy, h is changed to βh
according to the Muskat correction method,where β � ������

Kh/KV

√
.

Then, Eq. 11 is transformed to Eq. 12 as follows:

QH �
⎡⎣ ����

KhKV

√ (pe−pw)
μeff( Bo

2πβh)n ⎤⎦1
n

{ 1
1−n [(a + b)1−n − (0.5L)1−n]}1

n + (βhL )n 1
1−n [1 − ( 2rw/βh

1−(2σ/βh)2)
1−n]
(12)

3 VERIFICATION OF THE HORIZONTAL
WELL PRODUCTIVITY FORMULA

The edge heavy oil reservoir of the SZ oilfield is a typical power-
law fluid heavy oil reservoir with the horizontal permeability of
3 μm2, vertical permeability of 0.3 μm2, and porosity of 0.4. The
reservoir thickness is 7 m, the supply radius is 334 m, and the
reservoir pressure is 12.8 MPa. It is now under cold production
with horizontal wells and achieves a high production rate. The
wellbore radius is 0.1 m, the length is 300 m, and the
eccentricity is 1.0. The volume coefficient of crude oil is
1.09, the power-law index is 0.8, and the consistency
coefficient is 60.6 mPa sn.

Using the basic parameters of the aforementioned reservoir, the
productivity formula deduced in this article is used to calculate the
production when the production pressure difference is 6MPa and is
compared with the actual production. The calculated production is
46, and the actual production of the horizontal well is 48m3/d, with
an error of 4.2%, indicating that the cold production formula of
horizontal wells derived in this article has high accuracy and can be
used to evaluate the potential of the reservoir.

4 STUDY ON INFLUENCING FACTORS OF
HORIZONTAL WELL PRODUCTION

Using the aforementioned reservoir basic data, the influencing
factors of cold production of horizontal wells in power-law fluid
heavy oil reservoirs were studied.

4.1 Influence of the Power-Law Index on
Production
The horizontal well production under different power-law indices
is studied by changing the power-law indices. Figures 2, 3 show
the influence of the power-law index on horizontal well

FIGURE 2 | Influence of power law index on production under different
horizontal well lengths.

FIGURE 3 | Influence of power law index on production under different
production pressure differences.
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production under different horizontal well lengths and different
production pressure differences, respectively.

As can be seen from Figures 2, 3, for horizontal wells of a
certain length, production increases with the increase of the
power-law index. When the power-law index is less than 0.8,
production increases slowly; after the power-law index reaches a
value greater than 0.8, production rapidly increases. The longer
the horizontal well, the higher the production and the greater the
increase of production with the power-law index. The larger the
production pressure difference, the higher the production, and
the influence of the power-law index on the production is more
obvious.

4.2 Effect of Reservoir Anisotropy on
Production
The effect of anisotropy on horizontal well production was
studied by changing the ratio of horizontal permeability to

vertical permeability. Figures 4, 5 show the effects of
anisotropy on production under different power-law indices
and different horizontal well lengths, respectively.

It can be seen from Figures 4, 5 that anisotropy has a great
influence on the production of horizontal wells. With the increase
of anisotropy, that is, when the Kh/Kv ratio increases, the
production of horizontal wells decreases. When Kh/Kv is less
than 10, the production decreases rapidly, and after Kh/Kv is more
than 10, the production decreases slowly. The effect of anisotropy
on production is related to the power-law index and horizontal
well length. With the increase of power-law index and horizontal
well length, the horizontal well production decreases more with
the increase of anisotropy and is more sensitive to anisotropy.

4.3 The Influence of Eccentricity on
Production
The influence of eccentricity on horizontal well production is studied
by changing themagnitude of eccentricity σ. The eccentric factor λ is

FIGURE 4 | Influence of anisotropy of on yield with different power law
indices.

FIGURE 5 | Effect of anisotropy of on production with different horizontal
well lengths.

FIGURE 6 | Influence of eccentricity on production with different
horizontal well lengths.

FIGURE 7 | Influence of eccentric factor on production with different
power law indices.
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defined as λ � σ/(H ⁄2) (Liu et al., 2019). The eccentric factor is
proportional to eccentricity; the greater the eccentricity, the greater
the eccentricity factor. Figures 6, 7, show the influence of eccentricity
on production under different power-law indices and different
horizontal well lengths, respectively.

It can be seen from Figures 6, 7 that when the value of
eccentricity factor is changed, the production of horizontal wells
with different power-law indices and different horizontal well
lengths basically does not change, indicating that eccentricity has
little influence on the production of horizontal wells in power-law
fluid heavy oil reservoirs and therefore can be ignored in
production calculation.

5 CONCLUSION

1) Considering the rheological properties of fluid, reservoir
heterogeneity and eccentricity factor, and combined with
the characteristics of the horizontal well seepage field, the
horizontal well productivity formula is derived for the power-
law fluid heavy oil reservoir.

2) Based on the actual reservoir parameters, the deduced
productivity formula is used to calculate the production of
horizontal wells. The error between the calculated results and
the actual production is small, which verifies the accuracy and
practicability of the production formula.

3) The horizontal well production is very sensitive to the
power-law index. When the power-law index is greater

than 0.8, the production increases rapidly with the increase
of the power-law index; as the power-law index is less than
0.8, the production increases slowly. Anisotropy has great
influence on the production of horizontal wells. When Kh/
Kv is less than 10, the production decreases rapidly, and
after Kh/Kv reaches a value more than 10, the production
decreases slowly. Eccentricity has trivial effects on the
production of horizontal wells. In order to obtain
accurate horizontal well production, the influence of
fluid rheological parameters and reservoir anisotropy
parameters cannot be ignored when calculating
production.
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